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CNinsure Shares Plunged:
What You Need to Know
Is this meaningful? Or just another movement?

Although we don't believe in timing the market or panicking over market
movements, we do like to keep an eye on big changes -- just in case they're
material to our investing thesis.

What: Shares of Chinese insurer CNinsure (Nasdaq: CISG) were absolutely
hammered today, losing as much as 30% in intraday trading after a research
analyst raised questions about the company.

So what: An analyst at small, China-focused research firm OLP Global raised
questions today about CNinsure and its compensation practices. Specifically,
OLP's report suggests that the company's sales incentive program is actually
an equity incentive plan that should be, but currently isn't, reflected in the
company's expenses. The end result is that CNinsure may have been
overstating net income "by a meaningful amount."

Now what: Interestingly, this news came on the same day that fellow Chinese
small cap RINO International (Nasdaq: RINO) announced that it's being
delisted from Nasdaq after failing to respond to questions raised by short-
selling research firm Muddy Waters. The issues with RINO have pulled down
other China-based stocks including Harbin Electric (Nasdaq: HRBN) and
China Valves Technology (Nasdaq: CVVT), and it doesn't surprise me that
other small research firms would try to jump in the fray and potentially
capture some of the buzz that Muddy Waters has gotten since its RINO
dissection.

But it's notable that OLP isn't just some random folks hanging up a shingle
and calling themselves a research shop. The company's founder, Adele Mao,
was formerly at Susquehanna International covering Chinese stocks and was
with Lehman Brothers before that. Also interesting is the fact that Mao was

raising questions about RINO's corporate governance and accounting
practices as far back as April.
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I recently noted that the fact that CNinsure came to the U.S. markets via a
traditional IPO process and is audited by Deloitte Touche Tohmatsu should
give investors some comfort on the company's internal controls, but the
concerns raised by OLP definitely give me pause.

Want to keep up to date on CNinsure? Add it to your watchlist.

Something big just happened
I don't know about you, but I always pay attention when one of the best
growth investors in the world gives me a stock tip. Motley Fool co-founder
David Gardner and his brother, Motley Fool CEO Tom Gardner, just revealed
two brand new stock recommendations. Together, they've tripled the stock
market's return over the last 17 years.* And while timing isn't everything, the
history of Tom and David's stock picks shows that it pays to get in early on
their ideas.

Learn more

*Stock Advisor returns as of December 1, 2019

Try any of our Foolish newsletter services free for 30 days. We Fools may not all hold the
same opinions, but we all believe that considering a diverse range of insights makes us
better investors.
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The Motley Fool Makes 5G Buy Alert

5G is one of the greatest arrivals in technology since the birth of the
internet.

And in 2020… we could see an onslaught of new wealth-building
opportunities that would potentially dwarf any that came before them.

Bigger than the dot-com boom

Bigger than the Bitcoin boom of 2017

Bigger than pot stocks

There’s a perfect storm being created by some of the biggest tech
titans in the world… with each one fighting tooth and nail to win the 5G
arms race.

But the smart money is doing something different…
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